TOP NEWS

Featured Whitepaper: 'Top 12 Questions to Consider When Choosing UPS Systems for Network/Server Applications'

One of the fundamental decisions in the design of data centers, server rooms and network closets is which uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems to use. You cannot be certain that the power you receive from your local utility will be suitable for your equipment, or that it will always be available. And even when you are receiving good-quality power from the utility, equipment inside your facility (such as electric motors) can introduce power problems. READ MORE

Thomas A. Limoncelli, internationally recognized system administrator, shares success secrets for the enterprise

Practical system administration, agility, and DevOps are rooted in successful enterprises. Drawn from his deep experiences authoring pioneering top books and working with Stack Overflow, Bell Labs, Google, Usenix, ACM, and Queue, we have a golden opportunity to obtain meaningful guidance from a top expert in the world, Thomas A. Limoncelli. READ MORE

CIPS AB Calgary Feb. 22 Event/Webinar: 'Achieving Value from Visual Analytics'

Yogi Schulz is a partner at Corvelle Consulting. The firm specializes in project management and information technology related management consulting. Mr. Schulz has 35 years of Information Systems experience of which
over 30 have been spent as a consultant. He holds a B. Comm. from The University of Calgary. He is a member of PMI and CIPS and holds its ISP designation. **READ MORE**


CIPS

John Boyer, Ph.D.
Chief Architect, Watson Solution Frameworks
IBM Distinguished Engineer & IBM Master Inventor

Members: $25.00*  Non-members: $35.00  Students: $15.00 **READ MORE**

**Featured I.T. Jobs**

CIPS

**Professor Mobile Applications Development, Centennial College, Scarborough, Ontario**

Web Manager, Connected Interactive Inc., Toronto, Ontario

Senior Procurement Advisor, Toronto, Ontario

Team Leader, Information Technology, Toronto, Ontario

**Director, Enterprise Architecture & Information Security, IMITS, Vancouver, British Columbia**

IT Infrastructure & Security Analyst, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Data Warehouse Data Architect, Edmonton, Alberta

Tier 3 — Developer, Calgary, Alberta

Web Strategist, Kamloops, British Columbia

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: [http://jobs.cips.ca](http://jobs.cips.ca)

**Featured Whitepaper: '5 Ways Your Vendor Risk Management Program Leaves You In The Dark'**

CIPS via IT World Canada

Whether you've already begun your vendor risk management program or are looking for ways to improve what you have in place, this guide offers tangible ways you can manage your vendor risk more effectively. Download this guide to learn how forward-thinking companies are handling risk management with technology. **READ MORE**

**CIPS SK Feb. 25 Regina Luncheon: 'Mentoring — Why Bother?'**

CIPS

This interactive presentation will look at what is mentoring and how it can be applied in the workplace for personal and professional development. We will explore the role of the mentor, the characteristics of an effective mentor and the importance of building trusted relationships and effective communication. **READ MORE**

**IBM Webcast: 'Evaluating Price And Performance of Cloud Providers: SoftLayer vs. AWS and Microsoft'**

CIPS
This webcast details a set of price performance comparisons involving common workload scenarios, benchmark tested by the IBM Competitive Project Office on IBM SoftLayer, Amazon Web Services, and Microsoft Azure. These directly comparable, detailed price performance studies show that IBM SoftLayer delivers true cloud infrastructure savings compared to Amazon and Microsoft.

READ MORE

CIPS PEI Curling Event 2016: Student Award Fundraiser
CIPS
The 2016 CIPS Curling Student Award Fundraiser Event will be held on Friday, March 4. As with previous years, this is a "for fun" event and no previous curling experience is required to participate. Curling is great social event for networking — not to mention the camaraderie fostered with fellow co-workers and teammates!

READ MORE

How to be a rock star CIO
IT World Canada
There are CIOs, and then there are CIOs. Some toil away tirelessly, getting the job done, and carve out perfectly respectable careers. Others push things further, building a platform for themselves as public speakers, and perhaps even visionaries. How can Canadian CIOs take their careers to the next level, earning respect and fame among their peer group? Building up your profile involves a lot of work and forethought.

READ MORE

Cloud maturity briefing paper via IBM
CIPS
Maturity pays. Especially when it comes to cloud.

- Get key insights on how successful enterprises are using cloud to heal the rift between IT and the business.
- Learn how companies with high cloud maturity realize better profit and revenue than their peers.
- Understand the cultural impact of cloud — both benefits and resistance.

READ MORE

WITFOR 2016: Call for Papers
CIPS
WITFOR investigates successful ICT strategies in developing countries and examines different initiatives and projects on effective, context sensitive development and use of ICT applications. WITFOR 2016 will be held in San José, Costa Rica, in collaboration with the Costa Rican Public Universities, under the overarching theme of ICT for Promoting Human Development and Protecting the Environment.

READ MORE

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

- CIPS Webcast: ‘Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization of Intimacy’ (Member-Only Content) (CIPS)
- Precedent needed to be sure private messages stay private (IT World Canada)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

CIPS National Corporate Partners
The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.
Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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